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We present a study of amounts of information neces-

sary to localize the trajectory of a dynamical system known

as the Mixmaster universe, a diagonal version of Bianchi IX

• models. Our main result is that less information is neces-

? sary near the cosmological singularity of the system than

•I far away. This conclusion is obtained by evolving . proba-

| bility distributions towards the singularity and comparying

• the associated information functions. Qualitative methods

\ of dynamical systems theory present a phenomenon that might

be related to this loss of information since during the

evolution the system can be shown to reduce progressively

to a lower dimensional region of extended phase space.

;
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1. INTRODUCTION

Several studies of the dynamical aspects of the Mix-

master universe have been made (1-11). Here we examine the

behaviour of information functions associated to the model as

its cosmological singularity is. approached» In order to accom-

plish this we must find suitable families of probability d is

tributions and our results turn out to coincide with the asym-

ptotic form found by Belinskii, Khalatnikov and LiEshitz, or

BKL for short, (1), along with the distributions discussed by

Barrow [31. Our first result will be to show that any initial

distribution compatible with this system envolves towards the

singularity through the sequence described in (3) and reach the

singularity as an (unique) equilibrium distribution [1). Then

we use this result to analize the average information asso-

ciated to these distributions and conclude that it decreases

as we approach the singularity.

There are many ways to study the classical Bianchi IX

model: the usual [1, 12] by BKL, the Hamiltonian 12, 6] by

Misner and the qualitative [10, 11]. The most powerful and

complete of these approaches in the qualitative study by

Bogoyavlenskii and Novikov [10]. Although we work mainly

within the context of Misner's description we will make a

brief comparative summary of them in order to place our work

in a convenient context.

In $ 2, after discussing Misner and BKL treatment, we

emphasize that all statements about chaos and ergodicity with

respect to the equilibrium measure for this system must be
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understcod as applying to a boundary I conveniently attach-

ed to the physical space S as is done in [10, 11). This

boundary plays the role of the cosmological singularity of

the model and is approached in the direction of contraction of

the universe. (Another boundary could be placed in the region

of maximum expansion but this will not concern us here). It

is on I that the well known Kasner parameter and Kasner

indices are defined: all probability densities are expressed

in terns of that parameter. The extention from S to f i&

a well defined analytic operation and we end up with a dy-

namical system on the extended phase space íí»SUP . At-

taching boundaries to dynamical systems is a technique de-

vised by Bogoyavlenskii and Novikov to remove degenerate

equilibrium points ?.x.i to compactify the physical phase spa-

ce (the Mixmaster x 11 has a highly degenerate point that

has to be removed ki nake qualitative treatment possible).

Although they use <o icanonical coordinates in order to faci-

litate che extend?'n to J their results not only reproduce

Misner's on the [ ysical region but also give a global view

of phase space a.">j the dynamics on it can be better under-

stood. For exampi? in Misner's (and BKL's) approach the Mix-

master universe h..s two degrees of freedom whether we anal-

yse it close to the singularity or not (this is a consequen-

ce of the ADM reduction process applied to this system [13)).

However all dynamical aspects of the system near the singu-

larity have been expressed in terms of A Kasner parameter

(1-4, 12). Here the qualitative approach gives a clear in-

sight since the boundary is lower dimensional, dim P < tfrntS,
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and determines, due to the theorem of continuity of solu-

tions with respect to initial conditions, all qualitative

properties of the system in its neighborhood that is, the

behaviour of the Hixmaster universe near the cosmological

singularity.

In $ 3 a unified treatment of probability measures

for this system is presented. In order to keep as close as

possible to the probabilistic interpretation we introduce

the concept of partitions Ç on the space of the Kasner

parameter. It will be straightforvard to check that our

conclusions do not depend on \

Finally in S 4 we prove that the information ne-

cessary to locate the trajectory of the system must decrease

as the universe contracts. He conjecture that this result

is related to the loss of one parameter since the singulari-

ty belongs to a lower dimensional boundary.

Throughout this paper we assume that spacetime is

split as M « £ * JR. i 21 being some Cauchy hypersurface .

The line element fax » $,, (X,i) ctx*S ÓX* , *é.T , tcR,

{j,Vs 0t...,i , will be taken on a synchronous frame where

goo=l, goa
30, a «1,2,3. Repeated indices are summed.
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2. Dynamical Behaviour

We will consider line elements on space time

in the form

(2.1)

where {<*) ) is a basis of invariant differential forms that

depends only on the structure constants of some homogenity

group G acting on 21 «The model is homogeneous [6] since in

this basis the spatial metric î ab o n ^- depends only on

the proper time t. Groups G whose action on zL is simply

transitive can be classified into 9 kinds [14]. We deal main-

ly with type I, Kasner modelfwhere G» R3, and diagonal type

IX, Mixmaster universe .where G»SO(3). For diagonal type I

metrics the axes toa *u>| dx* are called Kasner axes. We

will assume that the energy-momentum tensor of matter vanish-

es and define the cosmological singularity as the region where

Imposing type I group action the spatial metric com

ponents

y») = d

with

i., (2.2b)
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satisfy Einstein equations [12]. The three numbers p^ are

called Kasner indices and from (2.2b) they can be reexpressed

in terms of some UfjR. which henceforth will be called

Kasner parameter:

ftfc ft •

A Kasner universe in thus characterized by two parameters

( U , A )• Notice that the singularity is approached as

t — • 0 since /\t = f\ > "\ * det lUfc .

Suppose that in a Mixmaster universe one prescribes

an initial condition of the form (2.2) (Kasner initial con-

ditions near the singularity can be prescribed for any glo-

bally hyperbolic spacetime in a synchronous frame [151). It

can be shown that the subsequent evolution towards the sin-

gularity can be described as a sequence of Kasner universes

[1]. In this process the spatial scales spend most of the

time evolving as Kasner configurations. The evolution from

an initial condition specified by ( U# , A, )proceeds until

it changes abruptly to a new Kasner configuration with the

parameters being reset to some other value and a whole se-

quence of values can be formed (see below). During this se-

quence of transitions the three spatial metric components

perform a complicated pattern of oscillations: while two

scales oscillate the third one develops monotonic motion.

This regime lasts until one of the oscillating scales starts

monotonic behaviour while the other two oscillate. Each

oscillating phase of the motion is called a Kasner era.
U

The transition from one era/another is the most important
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feature of this motion and there is an infinite succession

of eras on approach to the singularity (see eq.(2.6) ).

Examining (2.3) we see that the order of the indices

is related to the values of u: for example ufr (-1/2, 0 )

implies fj^0<Pt4.PJtm • Since this order is immaterial

(it can be changed by relabelling the Kasner axes)we choose

li>| and so f%<,Oi. p4< fo : in more detail,

-ttò<ft<0 > 0<fi<2/ò and 2/3<f4<1 . In terms

of this parameter BKL showed that each oscillation in a

Kasner era corresponds to a transition from a configuration

Í U x , A , > i U,>l * to ( u'fc , A* > where

When the integer part of UK is exhausted, that is after

[ U* 1 oscillations where[ U* ) * integer part, the Kasner

parameter must be projected back to the interval [i,oo) and

a new Kasner era starts. BKL showed [1] that the new se-

quence of oscillations is started from the parameter

U,,, s T u , 'T^K " < M*- lU n] >"• Making the change of

variable "^ » 1/u^ one arrives at the well known Poincaré

map (3,4) for the Mixmaster universe

(2.51
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It is interesting to ask what is the role played by the pa-

rameter A . From (2.4) its variation is given by A ( u. )

and it seems that only the Kasner parameter is relevant.

However one should not forget that the Mixmaster evolution

is only approximately given by a sequence of Kasner confi-

gurations. From a dynamical point of view all relevant cha-

otic features of the model (see below) are contained in the

transitions (2.5) of Kasner parameters, since from (2.4)

A_ +. ^ A n has simple monotonic behaviour. For

this reason it is usual to neglect considering f\ .

It is usual to specify a Kasner configuration by

giving (1,3,4) only the parameter U6-(0,l); we also say

that this determines a Kasner state. So in its journey

towards the singularity the evolution is represented by a

sequence of states

,Tx.,.. .,T V-. 3

where "X, = */u# i» some initial condition. Asymptoti-

cally (2.6) acquires a stochastic character: the slightest

fluctuation of the initial condition will tremendously affect

the high n, behaviour rendering the system unpredictable

[3,4]. The stochastic properties we are interested in can be

studied by introducing a probability measure w preserved

by the Poincaré map (NOTE 1). One finds a distribution over

Kasner states given by (1,3)
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WCX) =. '
(Ux)ínZ <2-7>

J
x*ix

»v($) dy gives the pro-

bability that the interval ( X, Xf (X ) be visited during

the evolution after sufficiently many iterations by the

Poincarê nap. An important property of the model is that

nearby trajectories, after n iteractions of the Poincarê

map, diverge exponentially at a rate txpfin) where A is

the Lyapunov exponent [16J of T. Systems with positive /}

are called chaotic since this implies unpredictable motion.

In our case we can compute[?] A^£ 3.42 and show that A * h

where h is the Kolmogorov entropy [16,17] to be discussed

in $4.

Misner's [2] Hamiltoniah treatment is developed by

using the ADM reduction technique where only the true degrees

of freedom play a role [13). Letting the metric components

be given by the parametrization ([18J,£»5])TJab and momenta K be given by the parametrization ([18J,£»5])

(2.8b)

where 7T^ s 7t 1jc^ , and solving the constrai nt of the

system, the Einstein action assumes the ADM form
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1 , * T ,* - ,- •-v—/ (2.9a)

,2.9bl

(2.9c)

Here Ê+ are the anisotropic components of i^ab while ,/2

is interpreted as an intrinsic time [2,6]. From (2.8a)

J}, — - 4- v*l dlí l)aj, and the singularity is approached as

J2, —*• •<*? . (In order to find the relationship between Jl

and the synchronous time t we must introduce a convenient

Lagrange multiplier [2])-. Clearly, by applying the variational

principle to (2.9a), the dynamics of the universe can be

understood as the «*• -time evolution of the variables

A , and canonically conjugate momenta lCf , under

the action of H . A distinctive feature of H is that it

contains a time dependent potential of the form

where V(r*>^-/ depends on the structure constants of the

homogeneity group. In type IX models W has equipotentials

that resemble equilateral triangles with exponentially

steep walls that expand uniformily in the configuration

space ( Atj9- ) (it is usual to assume that
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the center of mass of the triangle coincides with £rxO

and one of the corners lies on A^ „ The evolution of

« a b is fully especified by a point universe with coordi-

nates (\i-il)t fo(Jl)j moving inside the

walls. The speed of this point is twice the speed of the

wall, but equals the speed of the vertices of the equilate

ral triangle, and consequently the generic notion will be

comprised of a series of bounces against the wall induced

the action of w. Incide the.triangular equipotentials the

•otion is "free" ( the potential W is negligibly small as

comparcó to the kinetic term in H) and corresponds (18,191

to the Kasner solution (2.2). The series of collisions

against some earner of the wall is analogous to the oscil-

lations already discussed in connection with a Kasner era.

Eventually the point will bounce to another corner and a new

sequence of oscillations occur which means another era has

started. Thus BKL and Misner's descriptions essentially

coincide. When the universe travels in a Kasner configura-

tion one can show (see Liang (18)) that

where H, s 7 [ X + 7 * corresponds to (2.9b) with Wabsent.

The law of change of J49 during a bounce can be worked out and

gives

where <X. is the incidence angle (sue Ryan (6)). Clearly,
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due to the geometry of the walls O $ «< £ «nd con

sequently /^.e < H

An useful relationship between the direction of

notion in&ide the walls and the Kasner parameter can be

obtained.

where •« 0 corresponds to the i^ fllft'S . The assumption

H > ! means that only angles from 0 to 7/i are conside-

red in the Poincaré map (2.5) and associated measure (2.7}

but, due to the symmetry of the potential, all properties

of T and w on the other angle intervals L»*/3, */3

11* <, " - , 5 , can be reduced to those on

t O, X/ò] .An important statistical property of

w is that it assiqns a high probability to the corner 0*0

( 4.f. X * o ) and the universe spends most of the

time close to directions aligned with the vertices of the

triangle ( this is because the point universe and the vertex

have the same speed). In fact all probability distributions

for this model mist be monotonic towards x»0. since evolution

along directions close to 9-0 spend a long time before a

bounce can occur. This key property of the model will be

invoked in $ 3.

Methods of qualitative theory of dynamical systems

offer « powerful tool in examining the evolution of the

Mixmaster universe (10,11). He will discuss the essential

ideas and show how Kasner oscillations and eras are inter-

preted in this framework. Since the cosmological singulari-
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ty is not physical it cannot belong to the usual space of

metric components and momenta. One starts by introducing the

parametrization

(2.13)

Then one realizes that the equations of motion on the six

dimensional space ( t^ » Q ) has a scale symmetriy which can

be used to reduce the system to a five dimensional space S

after making a noncanonical change of variables (this is not:

the same as the ADM reduction). A boundary I is attached

to S through the condition det 7) ajj * 0 and a dynamics, on I

can be defined by extending analytically the dynamics on S ,

and changing the scale of time. This gives a well defined'

system on extended phase space S»SuP.Motion towards the sin-

gularity means that at least one component of the diagonal

metric is close to zero and thus P is approached. Due 'to

the theorem on the continuity of solutions with respect' to
• »

initial conditions, the dynamics of a trajectory hear | will .,

be approximated by some trajectory on P . The*main- result

is that P has an attractor comprised of three circles of

unstable equilibrium points and the separatrices joining

them. We call these objects Kasner circles (20J and Kasner

separatrices respectively. In the direction of contraction a

generic trajectory necessarily falls close to 3ome Kasner

circle and then its motion is approximated by a sequence of

separatrices(NOTE 2). One can show that any trajectory in S

close to some Kasner separatrix in P has the form (2.2) .Thus
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we arrive at the concept of evolution as a sequence of Kas-

ner states. A typical behaviour would be the oscillation

back and forth along separatrices between some pair of Kas-

ner circles and the sbsequent shift of oscillations with

respect to some other pair and so on, providing a quali-

tative confirmation of Kasner eras. In (11) all these tran-

sitions are reduced to a single map on only one circle. The

Kasner parameter is defined on this circle and the sequence

of Kasner states expressed from it gives back BKL's oscil-

lations and the Poincaré map [20]. This provides a rigorous

justification for the fact that only one parameter is neces-

sary to specify the evolution. It is important to renark

that the Poincaré map and the measure w are defined on

the Kasner circles in I and consequently all chaotic

and ergodic features of the Mixmaster system are properties

of the boundary and serve as an approximation to what hap-

pens in the physical region.
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3. EVOLUTION OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

Suppose an ensemble of Kasner states with density

distribution /A,(x) is given in some region sufficiently

close to the singularity. Then the Poincaré map T can be

used as an approximate evolution operator and here we intend

to determine how it, changes when the singularity is ap-

proached.

The density function U0 has the following inter-

pretation: given sufficiently many initial states X ,

... X* S (0,1) and an interval A c (0,1), then
1 u •

where % (x) * 1 if X 6 As and o otherwise. The

one-step evolution of these states, xi = Txa , ..., x« =7~JT0

will have,on some Ac(0,l), a density jjtf Satisfying

The relationship between U, and L, is obtained by

that

%\ £ ̂ if and oniy if Oi* d /

where T (A) is the set /x/T(x)£Á{ . This implies

the relationship
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and (3.1). with A # r t T ' ^ A ) , becomes

(3.4)

Defining U ( A ) = j fU<) ̂ X # tne evolution (3.4) canj
be extended to the general recuision formula

(3.5)

Using (2.4) and A = (a'b> d (0,1) the r.h.s. of (3.5)

becomes

From (3.6) the recursion formula (3.5)

(3.7)
A*\* / " * JUl J '
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This formula has long been studied in connection with number

theory (see references in (31). Notice

that as y\—co the asymptotic distribution satisfies

Kuzmin [21] proved that the only normalized solution to (3.8)

is (2.7)

Formula (3.8) means that 11 a, has the equilibrium

property jÂm(á)-* ^ (T"'(d)) , in other words it is

preserved by the Poincaré map. In terms of U ^ the evolu-

tion, after sufficiently many iterations by T , can be un-

derstood as an ensemble of Kasner state;each one ocurring in

the sequence (2.6) according to the probability density u^

(such point of view in the context of quantum cosmology has

already been discussed in this journal (8]). The distribu-

tions U ^ can be used to study the evolution of averages

^ V ) » ÍV(x>M,,(dx) where If is some inte-

grable function of the Kasner parameter. The same expression

(3.7) can be obtained by imposing compatibility of evolution

under T : < T ]>)n » <V>n4, where (TVH*)--V(T*).

Since the number of Kasner eras is related to Jl by

7) <C „„, {2A0)
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vc may say that (If) is the average value of y at

"distance" n from the singularity. Thus averages for fini-

te SlK
 a r e better approximated by (ip) than by \Yy^ •

Since all distributions HK are ultimately defined on

the attractor in the boundary \ the information func-

tions to be discunr.od in $ 4 can be said to determine

amounts of information necessary to localize pof nts on the

attractor.'

In order to find out the solutions to (3.7) and the

class of initial distributions one needs the following

Theorem ( £ g u & Z . 1231): let |9 be a differen -

tiable function on the interval 10,1] with

I (£>) = O {(!)*< (3.11)
10 'i

and further suppose that for some 0 > O -f (*) is

$*Lipsckitz. Let j,(l),fx(x),... be defined by

(3.12)

Then

where <̂  is some number in (0,1) that depends only on 9.

From the discussion in the last section we know

that any distribution for th« Mixmester system must bt
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increasing towards x=0 and *© the Lipsckitz condition is

fulfilled* Clearly ftnt*) corresponds to fn(X) since the

derivative of (3.12) is (3.7). Thus

(3.14)

where /M is a normalizing constant necessary for a

probabilistic interpretation. The only properties we need

to know about the x- dependence in (j(<Ç) is thatftfOTC^J it is

strictly decreasing and the dependence on TV disappears for

x«0f sn Fl§.l .This implies that ^J increases with n(since

q < 1 and J/4.(x;d* =< , Vn ) and consequent!) M^.<°» M»>i0) • Thui

the form of these distributions must necessarily be as

illustraded in F\Q.2 ,
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4. EVOLUTION OF INFORMATION FUNCTIONS

Consider an experiment whose outcomes belong to a

finite family f~zA'J and have probabilities L (A,-) •

The information function defined over these outcomes

Í4.1)

gives a quantitative measure of how unexpected the outcome

is, which means the amount of information one gets from

obtaining a given outcome as the experiment is performed

C24] . The average information of the experiment is

(4.2)

We want to perform measurents on the Mixmaster nodel

in order to determine the average information for obtaining

Kasner states as outcomes. This means that we are trying to

find the average information necessary to determine direc-

tions of the trajectories inside the equipotential triangle

or points on the attractor of the system in the boundary.

Since the distributions (3.9), (3.14) are continuous we may

try to extend (4.2) to — J/<ÍX) in^íx; 4 K . However

integrals of this kind are not necessarily positive, not

necessarily finite and not always interpretable as average

information (25]. Another alternative/ the one that we choo-

se, is to introduce a finite partition on the space of Kas-

ner parameters:
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and define M(4;)=/ j*U) dX . The conclusions we

arrive at will be shown to be independentof the partition.

Consider the family of probabilities

where U is given in (3.14), and define the following

information functions for the Mixmaster model

The evolution é(Ç,f»n)—> ,5 (?, A**»,) will produce

a variation

ÁS (4.5)

and in order to determine the sign of AS we need the

following

Inequality {26}; suppose the positive numbers (*;• j.r

* satisfy
s>

(i)

Then - E «< ** «Í > -Z f'^l5.' .
Take a partition J = Í^/Ji,, o£ Í0'1»' label

its elements from x»0 to x«l in increasing order and take
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' F r o m F I G* 2 it: i s c i e a r t h a t

conditions (i) - (iii) are alweys satisfied and we con-

clude &$<0 that is

< 5 ( ) (4.6)

Thus there is a decrease of information as the system is

propagated towards the singularity. From the same Figure it

follows that the choice of partition does not affect the va-

lidity of the inequality.

Not only the Kasner parameter is need in specifying

the densities /*a but also det 7^ab since from (2.8)and(3.10)

From (2.2), (2.9c), (2.10)we see that n containsjtmplicit ref-

rence to the trace of the momentum during the Kasner phases

of the motion. Thus more parameters are involved in the

determination of fÀ-n, than in it and we conjecture that the

decrease of information (4.6) might be related to this fact.

Next we will elaborate more on this point by presenting an

interesting relationship between the dimension of a set and

a dynamical quanty constructed from the information func-

tions.

Given a partition Ç on (0,1), the partition

of all intersections of sets ' A. specif iesjdiscrete tra-

jectories of N-l steps: X, € A, 0 T 4f D " • /IT 'A,
means that the initial point x# at the cell A, is
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propagated to 4 then to Ax and so on up to AN_i»

From (4.2)

is the average information corresponding to the experiment

whose outcomes are discrete trajectories comprised of N - l

steps under T. Notice that the localization of an initial

condition Xt £ A*
 n a s been refined under the

intersections generated by T and this refinement increases

with N. The rate of information about § generated by

T or the entropy of T given f is the discrete time-

average h( ? , T) » lint N~l SM. The maximum rate of informa-

tion generation that can be obtained is the Kolmogorov en-

tropy of the system ,

It can be shown that ^ *•* a n invariant of dynamical sys-

tems that can be used as a necessary condition for determin-

ing when two systems are isomorphic [24]. Due to (4.6),(4.8),

the Kolmogorov entropy tends to decrease as the Mixmaster

singularity is approached.

Three important concepts can be distinguished in the

study of dynamical systems. Dimension of a set indicates how

many parameters are necessary to specify points on it accu-

rately, entropy is a measure of randomness and Lyapunov ex-

ponents give the exponential rate of divergence of neighbor-

ing trajectories. Relationships among these quantities have
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been derived in (27 - 31]. They only apply to certain classes

of measure preserving diffeomorphisms and will be briefly

discussed below.

Let HD(ii ) * inf HO (X) be the support of a measure
^ XliX

u , where HD (X) is the Hausdorff dimension of

X C I=(0.') . If >l is the Lyapunov exponent of a dif-

feomorphism on the interval, then

This equation gives a relationship between average information

functions and the number of parameters needed to specify

points on sets. Formulas of this kind would be helpful in

order to give a rigorous interpretation of our results on

the Mixmaster model since HD decreases with h. The main

obstacle to pursue further this quest refers to generalizing

(4.10) to the case of the Poincaré map T. The discontinuity

of T also violates the hypotheses underlying Pesin formula

(30)

s 51 (4.11)

where A^ are the positive Lyapunov exponents along certain

directions. However the situation here is more favourable^

since (4.11) holds for the model under consideration.This is

because in the higher dimensional setting of qualitative

theory one knows that the chaotic behaviour of the system on*

ly appears in the directions tangent to the Kasner circles

and so all other exponents must be zero in the immediate
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neighborhood of the singularity. On the other hand Barrow

[31 has shown that the Lyapunov exponent corresponding to

the divergence of trajectories in the space of Kasner para-

meters satisfies /I * n.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we studied how probability distribu-

tions behave when propagated towards the singularity of the

Mixmaster universe. The associated average information func-

tions decrease during this «volution no natter what partiti-

on is chosen on the space of Kasner parameters I* (0,1) and

this result holds for a large class of initial distributions

fl, on I. Our results see» to indicate that this phenome-

non might be related to the loss of one parameter as the

singularity is approached since the system is drawn to a

lower dimensional boundary of extended phase space S*SUF .

In S 2 we showed that any trajectory tends to get

aligned with the vertices of the equipotential triangle. If

we start with an arbitrary distribution it is clear that

after sufficiently many iterations it will be transformed

into fi, that is,increasing towards x«0. Our results

can thus be generalized to include arbitrary initial distri-

butions :the only restriction is that it must be inteors'ale

in order to apply/results of Kuzroin and Szflsz.
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*>•!

1 X (Ka*n«r states)

FIG.l: The x-dependence for the functions O(qn): they are

strictly decreasing and there is no dependence on

n for x»0.

A,

PIG. 2: The distributions ^-,t|(*> > ̂ x> a w (i) strictly

decreasing with x, (ii) /*„,,Í0Í>\*Hi°> and(iii) their

integrals on (0,1) is unity: so they cross only once.

A partition $ S/A;] on the interval is il-

lustrated.
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Note 1, pg 8 : A probability measure on a space Q is a

function LL s B —* R+,

Where B is convenient class of subsets of SI

satisfying

AeB^ÂeB *V)

One says that a transformation T:J2—*J2 is mea-

surable when Áè'3:a> T (A)6& ; it is measure

preserving when it is measurable and fi(!T (A)) sU(A),

A £ B • In tnis case one also says that u is

preserved by T.

Note 2, pg 13: Separatrices are trajectories that sta/t and/

or end at an equilibrium point. An elementary ex-

ample is the pendulum with an infinite number of

equilibrium points and separatrices joining them .

An initial condition sufficiently close to one sep-

aratrix will have an evolution that can be ap-

proximated by a sequence of separatrices.

Note 3, pg 19; We are thankfull to John Barrow for sugges-

ting a possible model for 0(qn): O(qn)-e~"n* with

w > 0 # n é Z .In this paper only a few

properties of 0(qn) were used and this explicit

form was not necessary.
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